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BoE preview: will productivity pick up?   

• Test of our call for a November rate hike. We expect no change 
from the BoE at its rate setting meeting next week. But two key events 
in August pose a test for our call that the Bank of England (BoE) will 
hike in November. We look for the 20 August minutes of next week’s 
meeting to show one rate setter voting for a hike. We also expect the 
BoE’s 13 August Inflation Report to show upgraded growth forecasts 
and inflation returning to target by 2017, the end of the their forecast. 

• Strong growth and falling unemployment are the drivers of our 
call. Growth has been at, or above, trend for five quarters now, 
leading indicators are buoyant and unemployment is dropping quickly. 
If the BoE made the same error with its forecasts as it has over the 
past year, unemployment would be at 5.1% this time next year. This 
should motivate a small hike in November this year. 

• Wages are weak, but so is productivity. Weak wage growth could 
stay the BoE’s hand. But we would focus on productivity. It continues 
to flatline. If this carries on for much longer, unemployment will keep 
falling quickly and unit labour cost growth will rise. 

• Is the BoE’s forecast still plausible? The BoE’s last forecast 
showed productivity rising immediately, allowing output to grow 
rapidly without causing inflationary pressure. Chart 1 shows the 
smooth landing the BoE was projecting. Yet the latest data show 
productivity disappointing, and growth on track to beat the BoE’s 
previous forecasts. Some rate setters may be concerned that they are 
planning to let demand expand too fast. 

• Sterling is not an issue. The BoE will look through any temporary 
effect on inflation. In any case, sterling will not provide much drag on 
growth, as the currency remains at a competitive level. Targeting the 
exchange rate using interest rates would be a big mistake. 

• The timeline to a hike is tight. There are several key tests for our 
call. In addition to this month’s vote, there will be new data on GDP 
growth, unemployment and wages that need to show solid 
momentum. Scotland needs to vote ‘no’ to independence. There is a 
risk that the situation in Ukraine escalates. We do not expect the UK 
to slip on any banana skins, but there are risks to our call. We put a 
60% probability on a November hike.  

Chart 1: Is this plausible? 

 
Index, 2010 = 100 for real GDP. Both lines are 3 quarter moving averages. Real GDP includes the BoE’s forecast 
upward revisions. Potential output is based on BoE statements and a number of assumptions. Grey shaded area shows 
BoE real GDP forecasts and estimates of their potential output forecast. Source: BoE, ONS, Berenberg  calculations 
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Two events this month to test of our rate call 

The UK economic recovery continues unabated, while unemployment is 
dropping like a stone. Reflecting that, we look for the BoE to hike rates by 
25bp in November this year. That is not a nailed-on certainty – we put a 60% 
probability on it – but two key events over the next three weeks could shed 
light on how likely that call is to pan out. 

First is the BoE’s monthly rate setting meeting next Thursday (7th). We 
expect a ‘no change’ decision. But the key question is what is happening 
behind the scenes. The minutes of this meeting, published on 20 August, 
could make interesting reading. We look for less dovish words and one rate 
setter to vote for a hike.  

Why is that important? A split would tell us something about rate setters’ 
views. They have voted unanimously for three years now, so it is tricky to 
assess how close they are to hiking. That said, past rate hikes have not always 
been signalled in advance by an MPC split. Indeed, when a split has been a 
signal of a subsequent hike, the first dissenting vote has often come just one 
month before a majority of rate setters support a hike or cut.  

The other event this month is the BoE’s Inflation Report on 13 August. The 
Inflation Report will not reveal whether any rate setter voted for a hike. But 
the updated quarterly forecasts are a key signalling device. We look for the 
BoE to raise its growth expectations and show inflation returning to the 2% 
inflation target by the end of its three-year forecast window. That would leave 
plenty of room for a majority of rate setters to support a rate hike by 
November. A very dovish forecast would make a November hike difficult, as 
the central bank would subsequently have to change position markedly. It 
would be loath to surprise markets with the first hike. 

Strong growth and falling unemployment 
The BoE has four facts to reconcile in its decision. First, the UK has been 
growing at or above trend rates for five quarters now, and leading indicators 
remain strong. Second, unemployment has fallen very rapidly in the past year. 
Third, inflation is close to the BoE’s 2% target. But, fourth, wage growth, a 
key determinant of future inflation, remains marooned below 1% (Charts 2-
5). 

The first three facts point to a need to hike rates soon. If inflation is close to 
target now and the economy is growing fast, then inflation will rise above 
target in the future. The fourth says that despite past strong demand there are 
still plenty of spare workers holding wage growth down. So the economy can 
continue growing very quickly without threatening inflationary pressures. 

The difficulty, as ever with economic judgements, is that the data are unlikely 
to provide a fool-proof answer on the amount of slack until it is too late. 
Wage growth tends to lag the cycle, as it takes time for workers to demand 
more pay after unemployment falls. If the BoE waits until wage growth picks 
up, it may have to hike rates quickly. This could come as a shock to still-
highly-indebted households after such a long period with rock bottom 
interest rates. Rather than smoothly guiding the economy along, the BoE 
could end up destabilising it by waiting too long. On the other hand, if the 
BoE ignores signs of widespread slack in the system, then it could hike too 
fast and prevent a benign, inflation-less, recovery. 
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Chart 2: Growth has been strong… Chart 3: … and unemployment has fallen fast.. 

  

Growth on the left-hand axis, composite PMI on the right-hand axis. 
Source: BoE, Markit, Berenberg calculations 

Source: BoE, ONS 

Chart 4: … while inflation is close to target… Chart 5: … but wage growth is still very weak 

  

Core inflation excludes energy and food. Source: ONS Pay growth on the left-hand axis, unemployment on the right-hand axis. 
Source: ONS 

 
This month’s interest rate decision will be taken following long discussions 
among the rate setters about their quarterly forecasts. So they will have 
reached a conclusion on how to balance these issues – for now. That is why 
the vote this month is important: it will reveal information about where 
policy-makers are on these key debates. 

In our view, the BoE will interpret the latest wage data as showing there is 
more slack in the labour market than they previously thought. This will give 
them more room to hold interest rates low. But a second judgement will 
work in the opposite direction. Specifically, productivity has remained very 
weak.  

Productivity has not risen since 2005 (Chart 6), which has meant strong 
demand growth has translated into rapid unemployment falls. In its May 
forecasts, the BoE expected productivity growth of 1% in 2014 as a whole, 
1.25% in 2015 and 2% in 2016. This does not seem likely. 

Productivity appears to have fallen over the first half of 2014. It declined 
0.1% in the first quarter, and strong employment growth to May (the latest 
figures) suggest productivity likely stayed very weak in the second quarter too. 

If the previous forecast is implausible, then unemployment is likely to 
continue dropping quickly: producing more output requires hiring many 
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more workers if productivity is weak. Strong growth will show up in faster 
wage increases, even if there is slack now. There are already signs from 
surveys that pay growth is increasing (see Start early to go slowly, 7 July). 

This is all represented in the chart on the front page, which is based on the 
BoE’s last quarterly forecasts. These forecasts described a perfect smooth 
landing, with output expected to gradually catch up with its potential, keeping 
inflation on track to hit the 2% target. Yet the latest data show productivity – 
potential output – significantly underperforming the BoE forecast, while 
output shows every sign of beating the BoE’s expectations. 

Put another way, Ben Broadbent, the new BoE Deputy Governor for 
monetary stability this week said: “It’s quite possible that we started off from 
a [position of greater slack] but are eating it up more quickly… so I’m not 
sure the policy implications are immediate unless you believe this is likely to 
carry on. Its been in the forecasts for a while that we expect via a 
combination of slightly slower demand growth and an improvement in 
productivity growth [to mean] that the pace at one [sic] eats up slack will 
slow.”1 

The latest data signal that slack is likely to carry on falling faster than the BoE 
previously expected. Productivity remains weak, while consumer confidence 
was the latest leading indicator to give a robust reading on the growth 
outlook (Chart 7). It points to continued very strong consumption growth. 
For this reason, we expect the BoE to settle on a neutral forecast showing 
inflation returning to the 2% target over the next three years. These forecasts 
will assume interest rates follow current market expectations, which are for a 
hike around January. This would give the BoE plenty of room to shift to 
supporting a November hike over the next three months. 

Productivity should eventually start rising again as the financial crisis 
continues to ease and investment picks up while fast-growing firms get better 
access to much-needed credit. But it is unlikely to pick up to pre-crisis rates 
of growth. 
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Chart 6 Will productivity growth pick-up? Chart 7: Worried that growth will slow? Don’t be 

  

Index, 2010 = 100. Source: ONS Source: ONS 

 

                                                      
1 Interview with Bloomberg, 31 July 2014. 
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The one obvious explanation for continued weak productivity growth that 
the BoE seems unwilling to countenance is that the trend rate of growth has 
slowed. The UK’s recent experience has been matched across much of the 
Western world, although in a significantly less extreme fashion. In any case, 
the UK was growing unsustainably fast before the crisis, and is unlikely to 
repeat that (see Tomorrow never dies, 21 December 2012). We are not 
pessimistic by any means on the UK’s potential future growth, but the 2% 
per year productivity increases the BoE is looking for seem unlikely to us. 

Sterling is not an issue 
Sterling’s 2.4% appreciation on a trade-weighted basis since the BoE’s last 
forecasts is likely to weigh on the BoE’s inflation forecasts over the next 
couple of years. A back-of-the-envelope calculation suggests sterling could 
detract an additional 0.2ppts from annual inflation over the next two years, 
assuming it is entirely passed through. 

The important points, however, are that: first, most of the effect will wash 
out of the inflation rate after two years, which is the horizon the BoE focuses 
on when determining monetary policy; second, the BoE should look through 
exchange rate effects on inflation, just as it did from 2008 to 2014; third, 
sterling remains at a competitive level, as it is still some 16% below its pre-
crisis peak. 

Chart 8: Sterling will cut the BoE’s inflation forecast 

 
Exchange rates weighted by countries’ importance for UK trade. Source: BoE 

The UK still needs to rebalance the economy away from consumption and 
towards trade and investment, which a lower exchange rate would help. 
Despite more competitive sterling, the trade and current account deficits are 
still wide. But using sterling to justify keeping interest rates low would not be 
a sensible solution to these problems. 

The problem with this type of solution is making the devaluation stick. Lower 
interest rates would just push UK inflation up, quickly eroding the 
competitiveness gain from the lower currency. It would be a short-term boost 
for no long-term gain. 

Of course, if the UK still has plenty of slack in the labour market, then looser 
interest rates would not stoke inflation. Indeed, cheaper borrowing costs 
would be sensible in their own right, to reduce unemployment and keep 
inflation on track to hit the central bank’s inflation target. 
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But the pound has risen recently precisely because of falling economic slack. 
The jobless numbers have declined by 400,000 in the past year. With slack 
falling faster in the UK than the Eurozone, markets are naturally expecting 
the BoE to hike rates before the Fed or the ECB. In other words, interest 
rates will soon be too low – they arguably are already, as the BoE has put 
itself deliberately behind the curve to guard against downside risks – for the 
UK. Rising sterling and lower exports are one way in which that monetary 
policy works. 

But this drag on trade should not be overplayed. If the post-2007 experience 
teaches us anything, it is that UK exports are not particularly responsive to 
the exchange rate. The depreciation since 2007 has had nowhere near the 
expected effect on trade, and the recent appreciation will not either. Lowering 
the exchange rate to close the trade deficit would require a huge further 
depreciation, pushing UK inflation much higher than it is now. This would 
may be a less benign inflation than the 2008-2012 experience, given that the 
Central Bank would be deliberately engineering it if it targeted the exchange 
rate.  

From a trade perspective, the really big problem for the UK is that 
consumption is too high and its main export partner, the Eurozone, has been 
through two financial crises and is still not growing quickly. UK exports to 
the EU are unchanged for four years, which is actually not a bad performance 
given that Eurozone domestic demand has fallen 1.6% over the same period. 
In contrast, UK GDP has risen 5.4% since mid 2010, mainly as the BoE has 
tickled up domestic demand. 

It would be more comfortable for the BoE if it could hike rates slower than 
the Fed or the ECB because both the US and the Eurozone were growing 
faster than the UK. Then the UK could see more balanced growth, through 
the BoE crimping domestic spending while allowing exports to make up the 
difference. But wishful thinking is no way to set interest rate policy. The 
authorities need to take the world as it is, warts and all. Right now, the UK is 
growing much faster than its main trading partner, productivity is stagnant 
and slack is falling fast. The UK is not a big fish in a small pond, like the US, 
which can go its own way. It is a small fish in a big pond. 

Ultimately, the UK cannot – and should not – target the exchange rate. To 
start trying to push that down now, or use it as a reason to delay a UK rate 
hike, would be dangerous. Boosting productivity should be job number one, 
not delaying rate hikes to target a lower exchange rate. In short, the monetary 
magic wand cannot wave away problems of an unbalanced recovery. That is 
why the BoE will only talk about the exchange rate, rather than taking action 
on it, in our view. 

The timeline to a hike: what if wage growth does not pick-up? 
In this note, we have focused on two especially key events in the timeline to a 
potential November hike: the next BoE interest rate decision and the 
Inflation Report. But there are many data releases and other events, not least 
the Scottish independence referendum on 18 September, that could affect the 
timing of the BoE’s first rate hike. Ultimately, the BoE is watching the data, 
so we will need to as well. The table below highlights the key events along 
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with what we are looking for. 

The point of the table is to show the small picture risks to our call. Big 
picture, we expect strong growth and falling unemployment to drive a rate 
hike, which means we expect the growth indicators to remain strong and the 
labour market data to show falling slack and gradually rising wage growth. 
But there are many data releases between now and November that could tip 
the balance in favour of waiting three months and hiking in February 2015. 

Of course, whether a rate hike comes in November 2014 or February 2015 –  
the two overwhelmingly likely months for a hike in our view – will not make 
or break the recovery. But this start date is important for markets, and could 
matter for consumer and firm behaviour at the margin. Once the first hike is 
passed, and it becomes obvious that it was small and will have relatively little 
effect, any wobbles in sentiment that have developed in preceding months 
could dissipate. Moreover, an early hike would make us more comfortable 
that the BoE intended to proceed gradually with interest rate increases, giving 
us more confidence in our optimistic growth forecast. 
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Table 1: Timeline of events up to a potential November rate hike 

Date Event What is needed to keep hike on track Our call 
    

August    

5/8 PMI services, July Stays strong 58.0 

6/8 Man. output, June Big bounce-back from May fall  +0.8%mom 

7/8 MPC meeting No change in rates No change 

8/8 Const. output, June Big bounce-back from May fall +1.5% mom 

13/8 BoE Inflation Report Inflation returns to 2% target 

13/8 Labour market, June Unemployment fall, stronger wage growth 6.3% unemployment, private 
sector regular pay +1.2% yoy 

19/8 Inflation, July Not falling below 1.7% 1.7% 

20/8 MPC minutes Less dovish words and/or one hike vote  One hike vote 

End-Aug GDP revisions 2010-12 Too far in the past to matter  

    

September    

1/9 PMI manufacturing, Aug Stays strong  

3/9 PMI services, Aug Stays strong  

4/9 MPC meeting Unchanged policy Unchanged 

9/9 Man. output, July Solid growth 0.4% mom 

16/9 Inflation, August Not falling much 1.6% 

17/9 MPC minutes Split vote and/or less dovish words One hike vote 

17/9 Labour market, July Unemployment fall, stronger wage growth 6.2% unemployment, private 
sector regular pay +1.2% yoy 

18/9 Scottish Referendum Rejection of independence Rejection 

30/9 Q2 National Accounts 
and full GDP revisions 

Could show stronger growth than currently estimated. Might shift BoE 
thinking, but hard to anticipate until details become available. 

    

October    

1/10 PMI manufacturing, Aug Stays strong 57 

3/10 PMI services, Aug Stays strong  57.5 

7/10 Man. output, August Solid growth 0.4% mom 

9/10 MPC meeting No change in rates No change 

14/10 Inflation, September Not falling 1.6% 

15/10 Labour market, August Unemployment steady, stronger wage growth 6.2% unemployment, private 
sector regular pay 1.4% yoy 

22/10 MPC minutes Tone signals Nov hike, one vote for a hike 1-2 members calling for hike 

24/10 Preliminary Q3 GDP Growth above current BoE 0.6% qoq call 0.8% qoq 

    

November    

3/11 PMI manufacturing Stays strong 57 

5/11 PMI services Stays strong 57 

6/11 MPC meeting We expect a hike, 60% probability  
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Disclaimer 
 
This document was compiled by the above mentioned authors of the economics department of Joh. 
Berenberg, Gossler & Co. KG (hereinafter referred to as “the Bank”),. The Bank has made any effort to 
carefully research and process all information. The information has been obtained from sources which we 
believe to be reliable such as, for example, Thomson Reuters, Bloomberg and the relevant specialised press. 
However, we do not assume liability for the correctness and completeness of all information given. The 
provided information has not been checked by a third party, especially an independent auditing firm. We 
explicitly point to the stated date of preparation. The information given can become incorrect due to passage 
of time and/or as a result of legal, political, economic or other changes. We do not assume responsibility to 
indicate such changes and/or to publish an updated document. The forecasts contained in this document or 
other statements on rates of return, capital gains or other accession are the personal opinion of the author 
and we do not assume liability for the realisation of these. 

This document is only for information purposes. It does not constitute a financial analysis within the meaning 
of § 34b or § 31 Subs. 2 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz), no investment 
advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. It does not replace consulting regarding legal, tax or 
financial matters. 

 
Remarks regarding foreign investors 
The preparation of this document is subject to regulation by German law. The distribution of this document 
in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law, and persons, into whose possession this document comes, 
should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. 
 
United Kingdom 
This document is meant exclusively for institutional investors and market professionals, but not for private 
customers. It is not for distribution to or the use of private investors or private customers. 
 

United States of America 
This document has been prepared exclusively by Joh. Berenberg, Gossler & Co. KG. Although Berenberg 
Capital Markets LLC, an affiliate of the Bank and registered US broker-dealer, distributes this document to 
certain customers, Berenberg Capital Markets LLC does not provide input into its contents, nor does this 
document constitute research of Berenberg Capital Markets LLC. In addition, this document is meant 
exclusively for institutional investors and market professionals, but not for private customers. It is not for 
distribution to or the use of private investors or private customers. 

This document is classified as objective for the purposes of FINRA rules. Please contact Berenberg Capital 
Markets LLC (+1 617.292.8200), if you require additional information. 
 

Copyright 
The Bank reserves all the rights in this document. No part of the document or its content may be rewritten, 
copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form by any means or redistributed without the Bank’s prior written 
consent. 
 
© May 2013 Joh. Berenberg, Gossler & Co. KG  
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Sami Taipalus +44 20 3207 7866 Andrew Fisher +44 20 3207 7937

CONSTRUCTION Oliver Salvesen +44 20 3207 7818

Chris Moore +44 20 3465 2737 MEDIA Lawson Steele +44 20 3207 7887

Robert Muir +44 20 3207 7860 Robert Berg +44 20 3465 2680

Michael Watts +44 20 3207 7928 Emma Coulby +44 20 3207 7821

Laura Janssens +44 20 3465 2639

Sarah Simon +44 20 3207 7830

ECONOMICS

Holger Schmieding +44 20 3207 7889 Christian Schulz +44 20 3207 7878 Robert Wood +44 20 3207 7822

EQUITY SALES E-mail: firstname.lastname@berenberg.com; Internet www.berenberg.com

SPECIALIST SALES SALES SALES TRADING

BANKS & DIVERSIFIED FINANCIALS LONDON HAMBURG

Iro Papadopoulou +44 20 3207 7924 John von Berenberg-Consbruch +44 20 3207 7805 Paul Dontenwill +49 40 350 60 563

Matt Chawner +44 20 3207 7847 Peter Dorawa +49 40 350 60 761

CONSUMER Toby Flaux +44 20 3465 2745 Alexander Heinz +49 40 350 60 359

Rupert Trotter +44 20 3207 7815 Karl Hancock +44 20 3207 7803 Gregor Labahn +49 40 350 60 571

Sean Heath +44 20 3465 2742 Chris McKeand +49 40 350 60 798

HEALTHCARE James Hipkiss +44 20 3465 2620 Fin Schaffer +49 40 350 60 596

Frazer Hall +44 20 3207 7875 David Hogg +44 20 3465 2628 Lars Schwartau +49 40 350 60 450

Zubin Hubner +44 20 3207 7885 Marvin Schweden +49 40 350 60 576

INDUSTRIALS Ben Hutton +44 20 3207 7804 Tim Storm +49 40 350 60 415

Chris Armstrong +44 20 3207 7809 James Matthews +44 20 3207 7807 Philipp Wiechmann +49 40 350 60 346

David Mortlock +44 20 3207 7850

INSURANCE Peter Nichols +44 20 3207 7810 LONDON

Trevor Moss +44 20 3207 7893 Richard Payman +44 20 3207 7825 Mike Berry +44 20 3465 2755

George Smibert +44 20 3207 7911 Stewart Cook +44 20 3465 2752

MEDIA & TELECOMMUNICATIONS Anita Surana +44 20 3207 7855 Simon Messman +44 20 3465 2754

Julia Thannheiser +44 20 3465 2676 Paul Walker +44 20 3465 2632 Paul Somers +44 20 3465 2753

Alexander Woodgate +44 20 3465 2625

TECHNOLOGY SOVEREIGN WEALTH FUNDS

Jean Beaubois +44 20 3207 7835 PARIS Max von Doetinchem +44 20 3207 7826

Miel Bakker +33 1 5844 9505

UTILITIES Dalila Farigoule +33 1 5844 9510 CRM

Benita Barretto +44 20 3207 7829 Clémence La Clavière-Peyraud +33 1 5844 9521 Laura Cooper +44 20 3207 7806

Olivier Thibert +33 1 5844 9512 Greg Swallow +44 20 3207 7833

SALES

BENELUX SCANDINAVIA CORPORATE ACCESS

Miel Bakker +33 1 5844 9505 Ronald Bernette +44 20 3207 7828 Jennie Jiricny +44 20 3207 7886

Susette Mantzel +49 40 350 60 694 Marco Weiss +49 40 350 60 719

Alexander Wace +44 20 3465 2670 EVENTS

ZURICH Charlotte Kilby +44 20 3207 7832

FRANKFURT Stephan Hofer +41 44 283 2029 Natalie Meech +44 20 3207 7831

Michael Brauburger +49 69 91 30 90 741 Carsten Kinder +41 44 283 2024 Charlotte Reeves +44 20 3465 2671

Nina Buechs +49 69 91 30 90 735 Gianni Lavigna +41 44 283 2038 Sarah Weyman +44 20 3207 7801

André Grosskurth +49 69 91 30 90 734 James Nettleton +41 44 283 2026 Hannah Whitehead +44 20 3207 7922

Boris Koegel +49 69 91 30 90 740 Benjamin Stillfried +41 44 283 2033

Joerg Wenzel +49 69 91 30 90 743

US SALES E-mail: firstname.lastname@berenberg-us.com; Internet www.berenberg.com

BERENBERG CAPITAL MARKETS LLC Member FINRA & SIPC

Colin Andrade +1 617 292 8230 Kelleigh Faldi +1 617 292 8288 Kieran O'Sullivan +1 617 292 8292

Cathal Carroll +1 646 445 7206 Shawna Giust +1 646 445 7216 Jonathan Paterson +1 646 445 7212

Burr Clark +1 617 292 8282 Andrew Holder +1 617 292 8222 Jonathan Saxon +1 646 445 7202

Julie Doherty +1 617 292 8228 Emily Mouret +1 646 445 7204
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